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Introduction

Neutrino Oscillations =⇒ Non-zero neutrino masses and mixing.

First (and so far only) conclusive ‘experimental’ evidence of BSM Physics.

LH neutrinos massless in the SM because
No RH counterpart (i.e. no Dirac mass, unlike charged fermions).
νL part of SU(2)L doublet⇒ No Majorana mass term νT

L C−1νL.
Accidental (B−L)-symmetry. Non-perturbative effects cannot induce neutrino mass.

Simply adding RH neutrinos (N) requires tiny Yukawa coupling yν <∼ 10−12.

A more natural way is by breaking (B − L).

Within the SM, parametrized through dimension-5 operator λij (LT
i Φ)(LT

j Φ)/Λ.
[S. Weinberg, PRL 43, 1566 (1979)]

Three tree-level realizations: Type I, II, III Seesaw mechanism.

A pertinent question in the LHC era:

Can the seesaw mechanism be tested at the LHC?

Profound implications for Leptogenesis, Dark Matter, Lepton Flavor Violation, Neutrinoless
Double Beta Decay, EDM, Vacuum Stability, etc.
[see e.g., parallel talks by Harz, Ilakovac, Mitra, Morisi, Niro, Teresi, Weiland,....]
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Type-I Seesaw

Seesaw messenger: SM-singlet fermions (RH neutrinos).

Have a Majorana mass term MNNTC−1N, in addition to the Dirac mass MD = vyν .

In the flavor basis {νC
L ,N}, leads to the general structure

Mν =

(
0 MD

MT
D MN

)
[ Minkowski ’77; Mohapatra, Senjanović ’79; Yanagida ’79; Gell-Mann, Ramond, Slansky ’79; Schechter, Valle ’80]

In the seesaw approximation ||ξ|| � 1, where ξ ≡ MDM−1
N and ||ξ|| ≡

√
Tr(ξ†ξ),

M light
ν ' −MDM−1

N MT
D is the light neutrino mass matrix.

ξ ≡ MDM−1
N is the heavy-light neutrino mixing.

In a bottom-up approach, no prediction for the seesaw scale.

Wide range of possibilities over 20 orders of magnitude (keV - 1014 GeV)!

A concrete UV-completion, such as LRSM or SO(10) GUT, could fix this.
[see plenary talk by R. N. Mohapatra]



Two Testable Aspects of Seesaw
Majorana Mass

⇓
LNV: Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay
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Mixed diagram sub-dominant if small
mixing or due to cancellation effects.

Does not necessarily probe the
heavy-light mixing.

Heavy-light Mixing
⇓

LFV (e.g., µ→ eγ, µ− → e−e+e−,
µ− e conv in nuclei)

ℓi ℓjνi νj

WL WL

γ

N

Non-unitarity of the PMNS mixing matrix.

Sizable contribution to EW precision
observables.

Do not necessarily prove the Majorana
nature since a Dirac neutrino can also
give large LFV and non-unitarity effects.

Low-energy tests of Seesaw at the intensity frontier require synergy between the two aspects.



Direct Test of Seesaw

A direct test of both aspects of type-I seesaw at the Energy Frontier.
‘Smoking gun’ signal: pp → W∗L → `±αN → `±α `

±
β W∓L → `±α `

±
β jj with no ET/ .

(Note: LFV for α 6= β.)

q

q̄′

W+
L

ℓ+
L

N

νL

νL

ℓ+
L

W −
L j

j

Requires both Majorana nature of N at (sub-)TeV scale and ‘large’ heavy-light mixing to
have an observable effect at the LHC.
[A. Pilaftsis, ZPC 55, 275 (1992); A. Datta, M. Guchait and A. Pilaftsis, PRD 50, 3195 (1994); T. Han and B. Zhang, PRL

97, 171804 (2006); F. del Aguila, J. A. Aguilar-Saavedra and R. Pittau, JHEP 0710, 047 (2007)]



Direct Search Limits from LHC 7
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Figure 2: Invariant mass of the second leading pT lepton and the two leading jets for events
passing the signal selection. The plots show the data, standard model backgrounds, and
three choices for the heavy Majorana-neutrino signal: mN = 80 GeV/c2, |V`N |2 = 0.025,
mN = 130 GeV/c2, |V`N |2 = 0.025, and mN = 210 GeV/c2, |V`N |2 = 0.25. (a) Distributions
for µ±µ± events; (b) distributions for e±e± events.
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Figure 3: Exclusion region at 95% CL in the square of the heavy Majorana-neutrino mixing
parameter as a function of the heavy Majorana-neutrino mass: (a) |VµN|2 vs mN; (b) |VeN|2
vs. mN. The long-dashed black line is the expected upper limit, with one and two standard-
deviation bands shown in dark green and light yellow, respectively. The solid red line is the
observed upper limit, and is very close to the expected limit such that the two curves almost
overlap. Also shown are the upper limits from L3 [14] and DELPHI [15]. The regions above the
exclusion lines are ruled out at 95% CL.

find |VµN|2 < 0.07 and |VeN|2 < 0.22. At mN = 210 GeV we find |VµN|2 < 0.43, while for |VeN|2
the limit reaches 1.0 at a mass of 203 GeV.

6 Summary
A search for heavy Majorana neutrinos in µ±µ± and e±e± events has been performed using a
set of data corresponding to 5.0 fb�1 of pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. No
excess of events beyond the standard model background prediction is found. Upper limits at
the 95% CL are set on the square of the heavy Majorana-neutrino mixing parameter, |V`N|2, for
` = e, µ, as a function of heavy Majorana-neutrino mass, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). For
mN = 90 GeV the limits are |VµN|2 < 0.07 and |VeN|2 < 0.22. At mN = 210 GeV the limits are
|VµN|2 < 0.43, while for |VeN|2 the limit reaches 1.0 at a mass of 203 GeV. These are the first
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Figure 6: Observed and expected 95% confidence level limits on the cross section times branching ratio
for the production of heavy Majorana neutrinos as a function of the heavy neutrino mass.

Neutrino mass [GeV] Expected limit [fb] Observed limit [fb]
100 26 28
120 8.2 8.8
140 5.8 6.2
160 4.9 5.4
180 4.1 4.2
200 4.1 4.2
240 3.6 3.8
280 3.5 3.6
300 3.3 3.4

Table 4: Observed and expected 95% confidence level limits on the cross section times branching ratio
for the production of heavy Majorana neutrinos.
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Figure 7: Observed and expected 95% confidence level limits on the coupling parameter |VµN |2 as a
function of the heavy neutrino mass. The observed limits from the CMS search [19] are also shown.
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[CMS Collaboration, PLB 717, 109 (2012); ATLAS Collaboration, ATLAS-CONF-2012-139; see the next talk by Un-ki Yang.]



Heavy Neutrino Production at the LHC

LHC searches so far considered only the s-channel process
q

q̄′

W+

ℓ+

N

Many other production modes, but most of them turn out to be negligible.
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the LSD signal in the context of the above four-
generation model in further details. The SM back-
grounds and relevant kinematical cuts required to
suppress it are also discussed. Our conclusions will be
summarized in Sec. IV.

II. LSD'S IN A THREE-GENERATION MODEL

A. The model

Adopting the notation of Ref. [10], the relevant in-
teraction Lagrangian involving a charged current is given
by (summation convention implied)

™I=- ~w W "-fl,y„PL(BI,v, .+Bi.N ))+H c.

where PL =(1—ys)/2, gw is the coupling constant of
SU(2)I, and i, v, N, and W are, respectively, the lepton,
light neutrino, and 8'-boson field. The latin indices i, j,
etc.=1, . . . , nG, where nG denotes the number of genera-
tions, are used for charged leptons and light neutrinos,
while the greek indices a, P, etc =.nG+1, . . . , 2nG, indi-
cate heavy Majorana neutrinos. The neutral current in-
teraction is given by

4cos8~

+[v;y„(i ImC, —y, ReC, )N +H.c. ]+N y„(i ImC &
—y5ReC &)N&] . (2)

B and C in Eqs. (1) and (2) are nG X2nG and 2nG X2nG dimensional matrices, respectively, which obey a number of use-
ful identities. More details can be found in [10,11]. For our purpose it is sufficient to remember that the coupling ma-
trix B, is O(g), while the matrix C & is O(f ). It is therefore clear that the Z-mediated pair production of heavy neu-
trinos is more severely suppressed compared to the W-mediated Nl production due to (i) phase-space suppression and
(ii) a smaller mixing angle.
The interaction of the Majorana neutrinos with the Higgs boson is governed by the Lagrangian

H[v;[(m;+m )ReC; +iy5(m —m, ) ImC,"]v +2v, [(m, +m ) ReC; +iys(m —m, ) ImC, ]N

+N [(m +m&)ReC &+iy5(m& m, ) Im—C &]N&], (3)

where m (m, ) stands for the mass of the ath (ith) heavy
(light) neutrino. It is clear from Eq. (3) that the coupling
of the heavy neutrinos with the Higgs boson will be
enhanced by a factor m /Mw. But a similar enhance-
ment also works, up to a different y5 structure, for the
couplings of these Majorana neutrinos to the longitudinal
Z boson or the would-be Goldstone boson z in the
Feynman-'t Hooft gauge [10]. Therefore, apart from the
resonance enhancement that the production of a heavy
on-shell Higgs boson and its subsequent decay into a pair
of heavy neutrinos may introduce, a priori there is no ob-
vious difference in the coupling strengths of the Higgs-
and Z-mediated processes.
The bounds on the mixing angles are given in Ref. [9]

using both LEP results and low-energy constraints. For
deSniteness, we have used the following upper bounds
from the joint fits of [9]:

Since v lepton identi5cation may be rather complicated in
hadron supercolliders, we restrict our analysis to LSD
pairs of the types e+e+, e e, p+p+, p p, e+p+, and
e p and will probe the prospects of observing lepton-
number violation after isolating the background. On the
other hand, the LSD signal comprising of stable leptons
which originates from equal-sign ~ leptons will eventually
be diluted by the small leptonic branching ratio of ~.

B. Cross sections
The lepton-number-violating LSD signal may poten-

tially arise due to the processes (see Figs. 1—3)

(st' ) &0.01,
(sL") &0.01,
(sL') &0.065 .

(5)

(6)

+
W

+
WIt should be noted that these limits are obtained under

the assumption that each lepton e, p, or ~ couples to only
one heavy neutrino with sigai5cant strength. However,
in the notation in Eq. (1), we can make the identification

+
W

(a) (b}

FIG. 1. Feynman graphs responsible for subprocess {A):
8'q 8'I ~/+ I+.
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W, (y )

z (w+)
(b)

FIG. 2. Feynman graphs relevant for singly heavy Majorana
neutrino production, i.e., processes (B), (C), and (D) (see also
text).

(A) pp~ W'W'~ll,
(B) pp~ W'~lN

(C) pp ~W'Z*~lN
(D) pp~W y ~lN~,
(E) pp~Z'~N Nt3,

(F) pp —+W'W ~N~NtJ,
(6) pp~Z*Z'~N Nit,
(H) pp~gg~H', Z ~N~Nts .

The relevant difFerential cross sections (d8„/dt—d&H/dt ) for the parton subscatterings are

d&„nawIB& I m (m —mp) t u+
dt 4f Mw (t m)—(t—m&) (u —m )(u —m&)

~a'wIBt I t(t mr'r }-
dt 122' (2—M }

d&c ~aw IBrpCp I

dt K Mw

&—m~ t(t —3m~)„+ „=0(),
m~~ t (—t—m~) (10)

d&D 'rrawa, IB& I

dt 2t Mw

mN f—mN2—1+
t

d& ma C (gK) +(g't )~
&t " ~ ((~+~t m 2 )2+(~t m 2 )2 2m 2g]

dt 24c f (2 M)— (12)

do+ mawIC pl mz Mtt MH(f 4m&} —f(f 2m~) —4m~ — 1 mt' m~+ —1—— +
dt 2s" M m (s M) +M—I' 2ut t u

H H2M~ (2—M~ )

(s—M }+M I'
m (s—2m )N- N (13)

ding ~a'wlc. pl' m~ M~ M~(f 4m~) (2 4m~)+
Mw m~ (2—MH) +MttI H 4ut

'2
m (f—2m )

2ut
(14)

d&tt asawlC pl rntr rn, f(s 4m~) 9— rn,

dt 1152ms M 2 (s—M } +M I' 4

with

F (x)=3x [2+(4x—l)K (x)],

and

K (x)=8(1—4x)— 1n
1
2

21+&1—4x . . 1+in—8(4x —. 1)2 arcsin
1—&1—4x 2 x

2

F (x)=—(—1) ' K (x),Z T,~+ ir2

K (x}=8(1—4x)4x arccosh 1

2&x

2
1+im. arccosh4 2 x

—8(4x —1)4x arcsin 1

2&x

2

[A. Datta, M. Guchait and A. Pilaftsis, PRD 50, 3195 (1994)]
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+
W

0
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Np

N,

(a)

N„

N2

W

0

H

(o)

N1

N2

N1

ab

dgo fdI'(N ~L+qq')
x fdt

dt PN ~Lqq')

(16)

where & =& /IBt I and

l&t, .l'l&t .I'R(1)— y y ' J

I t=e, p . a gt I~t al

cr„„(L+L+)=,'R—"'gfdx, dx,ff(x, )ft,'(x, )

z0

v, , N, v, , N,
/
z' N2

H

z0

In models with three families, one can use the identity
that C = gt IBt I and the fact that IB, I /C & 1 to
obtain a reasonable upper bound of

(e) (g) R3G ~(sL') +(sL") (18)

N1 where the subscript 36 denotes three generations.
For the processes (E)—(H}, one uses the more involved

convoluting integral similar to Eq. (16):

N2

FIG. 3. Feynman diagrams relevant for double heavy Ma-
jorana neutrino production as described by processes (E)-(H) in
Sec. IIB.

In Eqs. (8)—(15), s, t, u are the relevant Mandelstam vari-
ables defined at the subprocess level, I H is the total
width of the Higgs boson, and glt =—Tq+2Qqss„
gzq =—T~, where the third component of the weak iso-
spin, T» of the u (d}-type quarks and the corresponding
electric charge of them, Qq (in units of le, I ), are, respec-
tively, given by T,"' '=+(—)—,' and Q„~d~=—', (——,

' ). Fur-
thermore, Eqs. (8), (10), (11), (13), and (14) have been
computed using the equivalence theorem. This
simplification occurs at high energies (i.e., )/s »Ma, )
where one is allowed to substitute the vector bosons WL
and ZL by the corresponding would-be Goldstone bosons
w and z in the Landau gauge and take the limit g~~0 by
keeping ga /2M', = 1/0 fixed. This approach, shown in
Figs. 1—3, gives reliable results for heavy fermions with
masses m N »Ma, [12]. In the context of three-
generation models, one can further simplify the calcula-
tions by assuming that the mass difference of each pair of
heavy neutrinos, e.g., X and N&, is very small compared
to the masses m and m&, i.e., m, m&-mz, but
m —mp»(I +I p)/2, with I p denoting the total
width of N &. The above approximation has explicitly
been employed in Eqs. (9)—(15).
We have calculated the cross sections for the positively

charged LSD pairs arising from the pp process by using
the parton distribution functions of Ref. [13], m, =150
GeV and M~=200—1000 GeV. The heavy neutrino
masses are kept as free phenomenological parameters.
Then the total cross sections for the processes (B) and (C)
given above are evaluated by using the generic formula

R"'y fdx, dx2f/(x&) ft'(x2)
ab

d&o fdI (N ~L;q&qI )
x fdt

dt I (N, ~L, q, q2)

f dI'(Np 1 q2q2)
X

I'(Np 1 qzqz )

where & =&/IC pl and

l&t, .l'I c.pl'l&t. pl'
l. =e,pap gt tk. I~t al IIlt&pl

(19)

(20)

Equation (19) is only valid if LSD's of both charges are
considered. Using similar assumptions and Schwartz's
inequality, i.e., Ca Cpp & C pl, one arrives at the simple
result

R' '~[(s ') +( ") ] (21)

Processes (A), (C), (D), (F), and (G) have been comput-
ed by using the effective vector boson approximation
(EVBA) [14]. As we are interested in producing heavy
neutrinos with masses mN ~ 200-300 GeV, being
equivalent with a threshold invariant mass of
Qs,„, 400—500 GeV (without including kinematical
cuts relevant for the SM background), it has been demon-
strated in [15] that the EVBA can safely be applied by
only using the distribution functions of the longitudinal
vector bosons. Furthermore, adapting the numerical re-
sults of [16], one can readily see that the subreaction
8'L y~1% will dominate for large fermion masses
(mN &200 GeV) by a factor of 10 at least against other
subprocesses of the type, e.g., 8 L ZT, Wz-ZL,
O'TZT —+lX, etc.
Our results are summarized in Table I. Consistent

with what has been discussed before, we Sad from this
table that only processes (B) and (D) can have sizable



New Dominant Production Channel: N`± + nj

EW processes involving t-channel virtual photons give rise to diffractive processes, e.g.

pp → W∗γ∗jj → `±Njj ,

which are not negligible, but infrared enhanced. [PSBD, A. Pilaftsis, U. K. Yang, PRL 112, 081801 (2014)]
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Divergent ‘inclusive’ cross section due to collinear singularity.
A non-zero minimum pj

T required to make the production cross section finite.
Low-pj

T regime can be accounted for by an effective photon structure function of the proton
(analogous to the Weizsäcker-Williams EPA for electrons). [V. M. Budnev, I. F. Ginzburg, G. V.

Meledin and V. G. Serbo, Phys. Rept. 15, 181 (1974); B. A. Kniehl, PLB 254, 267 (1991); S. Frixione, M. L. Mangano, P.

Nason and G. Ridolfi, PLB 319, 339 (1993); M. Drees, R. M. Godbole, M. Nowakowski and S. D. Rindani, PRD 50, 2335

(1994); M. Glück, C. Pisano and E. Reya, PLB 540, 75 (2002); C. Pisano, EPJC 38, 79 (2004).]



New Dominant Production Channel: N`± + nj

For tagged n-jets (with n ≥ 1), must also include QCD processes involving virtual quarks
and gluons in the t-channel.
gg-fusion diagrams give the dominant contribution due to large gluon content of the proton.
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Comparison of the Cross Sections for pp → N`± + nj
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Improved Upper Limit on light-heavy Neutrino Mixing

[PSBD, Pilaftsis and Yang, PRL 112, 081801 (2014)]



Improved Upper Limit on light-heavy Neutrino Mixing
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Large Mixing with TeV-scale MN

In ‘vanilla’ seesaw, for MN >∼ TeV, we expect ξ ∼ MDM−1
N ' (MνM−1

N )1/2 <∼ 10−6.

Suppresses all mixing effects to an unobservable level.

Need special textures of MD and MN to have ‘large’ mixing effects with TeV-scale MN .
[Pilaftsis, Underwood ’04; Kersten, Smirnov ’07; Xing ’09; He, Oh, Tandean, Wen ’09; Ibarra, Molinaro, Petcov ’10;

Deppisch, Pilaftsis ’10; Mitra, Senjanović, Vissani ’11]

One example: [Kersten, Smirnov ’07]

MD =

 m1 δ1 ε1
m2 δ2 ε2
m3 δ3 ε3

 (with εi , δi � mi ), MN =

 0 M1 0
M1 0 0
0 0 M2

 .

In the limit εi , δi → 0, the neutrino masses given by Mν ' −MDM−1
N MT

D vanish, although
the heavy-light mixing ξij ∼ mi/Mj can be large.

Such structures can be naturally guaranteed by some symmetries. [PSBD, Lee, Mohapatra ’13]

However, requires quasi-degenerate heavy neutrinos.

Naively expect the LNV signal to be always suppressed.

Exceptions: (i) Resonant enhancement when ∆mN ∼ ΓN . [Bray, Lee, Pilaftsis ’07];
(ii) in presence of RH gauge currents [PSBD, Mohapatra ’13; PSBD, Lee, Mohapatra ’13].
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Another Natural Low-scale Seesaw
Inverse seesaw mechanism. [Mohapatra, PRL 56, 561 (1986); Mohapatra and Valle, PRD 34, 1642 (1986)]

Two sets of singlet fermions (N,S) with opposite lepton numbers.
In the flavor basis {νC

L,l ,NR,α ,SC
L,β},

Mν =

 0 MD 0
MT

D 0 MT
N

0 MN µS

 and Mν = MDM−1
N µS M−1T

N MT
D +O(µ3

S)

Smallness of µS natural in the ’t Hooft sense, since L-symmetry restored for µS → 0.
Allows for large mixing VlN ' MDM−1

N without invoking cancellations.
Rich phenomenological implications. [a few PhD Theses!]

LNV signal of same-sign dileptons suppressed due to small µS .
Opposite-sign dilepton signal swapmed with large SM background (such as pp → Z + nj).
Golden channel is the trilepton signal: [del Aguila, Aguilar-Saavedra ’09; Chen, PSBD ’11]

q

q̄′

W +

l+

N
l−

W +
l+

ν

Same infrared enhancement effects in the
production cross section for pp → N`± + nj



Direct Limits on Heavy Dirac Neutrinos

Used the CMS model-independent search for anomalous production of multi-lepton events
using the 19.5 fb−1 data at

√
s = 8 TeV LHC. [CMS Collaboration, arXiv:1404.5801 [hep-ex]]

Simulated signal events for pp → `±`∓`± + nj (with n =0–4) using the same CMS
selection criteria.
Put direct constraints on the heavy Dirac neutrino parameter space.
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[A. Das, PSBD and N. Okada, PLB 735, 364 (2014)]



Conclusion

A simple paradigm for neutrino masses: Type-I Seesaw.

Two key aspects: Majorana neutrino mass and Heavy-light neutrino mixing.

Can be tested individually at the Intensity Frontier and/or simultaneously at the Energy
Frontier.

New heavy neutrino production mechanism gives improved LHC sensitivity due to infrared
enhancement effects.

Improved direct limits on heavy neutrino parameter space, which are (at least) comparable
with complementary constraints from indirect searches.

Similar infrared enhancement effects can also be applied to other exotic searches at the
LHC, e.g. charged Higgs searches.

THANK YOU.
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Heavy Neutrino Phase Diagram for LHC
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[C.-Y. Chen, PSBD and R. N. Mohapatra, PRD 88, 033014 (2013)]



Resonant Enhancement of the LNV Signal

In the limit of degenerate heavy neutrinos, width effects are important.
Need sophisticated field-theoretic formalism, e.g. resummation of self-energy graphs
[Pilaftsis, PRD 56, 5431 (1997); NPB 504, 61 (1997)]

Figure 2: Feynman graphs contributing to the one-loop self-energy of heavy neutrinos. For Dirac
neutrinos, only the LNC graphs exist.

5 CP Asymmetries in lW → l′W Type Processes

For the LHC signals described in Section 3, the heavy neutrino propagator is coupled to a charged
lepton and W boson at each end. The asymmetries between such processes and their CP-conjugates
will thus be the same as for the 2 → 2 processes lW → l′W . This can be understood since the
fermion line containing the heavy neutrino is the same in the Feynman graphs for both the 2 → 3
signals and the corresponding 2 → 2 processes. The fact that one of the charged leptons changes
from being a final state particle to an initial state particle will not effect much the size of the CP
asymmetries.

As a result of CPT invariance, if all possible final states X are summed over, then [16]

σ(l+W − → N → X) = σ(l−W+ → N → X). (5.1)

However, it is possible for the asymmetry between the cross sections for producing any particular
final state and its CP-conjugate to be large.

Considering LNC processes first, the CP-violating difference between σ(qq̄′ → l+l′−W+) and
σ(q̄q′ → l−l′+W −) will thus be proportional to that between σ(l−W+ → l′−W+) and σ(l+W − →
l′+W −). The only relevant parts of the cross sections are those that involve the couplings of the
heavy neutrinos, any pair of CP-conjugate processes will be otherwise identical. Therefore, this
asymmetry will be proportional to the factors

∆LNC
CP |Dirac =

∣∣∣Bl′ED(s)B†
l

∣∣∣
2

−
∣∣∣BlED(s)B†

l′

∣∣∣
2

, (5.2)

∆LNC
CP |Majorana =

∣∣∣Bl′EM (s)B†
l

∣∣∣
2

−
∣∣∣BlEM(s)B†

l′

∣∣∣
2

, (5.3)

depending on whether the heavy neutrino is a Dirac or Majorana particle. In the above, Bl =
(Bl1, Bl2) with N1 and N2 being the two nearly degenerate heavy neutrinos involved. As is a direct
consequence of CPT invariance, these vanish if l and l′, the two charged leptons that the heavy
neutrinos couple to, are the same. Since E[B∗] = ET [B] for both Dirac and Majorana neutrinos,
the two terms in ∆LNC

CP transform into each other under B → B∗, hence confirming that they
represent CP-conjugates. Using the expression for ED given in (4.16), ∆LNC

CP |Dirac is given by

∆LNC
CP |Dirac =

4s(s − m2
2)

|ZD|2 (A11Im[B∗
l1Bl′1Bl2B

∗
l′2]

−|Bl1|2Im[A12Bl′1B
∗
l′2] + |Bl′1|2Im[A12Bl1B

∗
l2]

)

+ (1 ↔ 2) . (5.4)
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Define an one-loop resummed heavy neutrino propagator:

Ŝ(/p) =

[
/p −m1 + iImΣ̂11(/p) iImΣ̂12(/p)

iImΣ̂21(/p) /p −m2 + iImΣ̂22(/p)

]−1

where ImΣ̂ is the absorptive part of the heavy neutrino self-energy matrix.
Resonant enhancement of the LNV signal when ∆mN ∼ ΓN . [Bray, Lee, Pilaftsis ’07]

For instance, for on-shell production of N1,2 with s̄ = (m2
1 + m2

2)/2,

AµµLNV(s̄) = −V 2
µN

2∆mN

∆m2
N + Γ2

N
+O(∆mN/m1) for ∆mN . ΓN .


